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EDITORIAL

DoingWell Under Pressure:DedicatedSPECTCamerasCome
of Age
A diamond Lra lump ofcoal that did
well under pressure.

Anortymous

Ã˜ver the past decade, SPECF has
been practiced as an accessory

to regular imaging. Cameras have
been designed primarilyfor planarim
aging with SPECF capabilities often
addedasan afterthought.Cost, unsta
ble technology and reimbursement
problems appeared to conspire to
make SPECT imaging an unprofitable,
although scientifically and clinically
rewarding, endeavor. Recently, the
picture has changed. Systems opti
mized for SPEC!' imaging or, in some
cases designed exclusively for SPECT
imaging, have become widespread
and have been profitablefor theiryen
dors. More than 100dedicatedSPECF
systems have been sold during the
past twelve months in the United
States alone.
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WHY NOW?

The advance of dedicated SPECF
systems is due to the convergence of
developments in technology assess
ment,cameraconstruction,tracerde
velopment, collimation, computing
and reimbursementpractices.

Growth in nuclear cardiac imaging
over the past decade has been enor
mous.AlthoughSPECFhasbeende
veloping for years, only recently has
harddata appearedattesting to its su
perior clinical results. Fintel et al. (1)
have shown that thalliumSPECF im
aging is superior to planar imaging.
The development of @â€œ@Tc-sestamibi
and @Tc-teboroximeand effective

@Â°@Tc-labeledheart tracers has ad
vanced the use of SPECF. To take
advantage of the higher photon flux
offered by these tracers, the interfer
ingeffectsof adjacentliverandbowel
activity that would otherwise obscure
the inferior wall must be eliminated.
Planar imaging of these tracers is
clearly inferior to SPECT (Z3). The
emergenceof â€˜@I-iodoamphetamine,

@Tc-HMPAO and @Tc-ethyl-cys
teinate dimer for brain imaging has

opened avast new territoryto the cliii
ical practice of nuclear medicine (4).
These tracers are only of value when
imaged tomographically.The detailed
structure of the brain demands the
highest imaging quality possible and,
in many centers, has driven the move
to dedicatedSPECF imagers.

Perhaps the most important devel
opment in dedicatedSPEC!' cameras
has been the reintroductionof multi
detector systems. Dual-headed,
SPECT-capable gamma cameras were
available over a decade ago but were
not particularlysuccessful.Although
manyaspectsof SPECTimagingtech
nology have improved since that time,
the primaryobstacle with these units
was difficultyin aligningthe two de
tectors. In an attemptto provide max
imum flexibility, camera designers
furnished multiple independent axes
of motionfor each detector.In addi
tiontoorbitingaroundthepatient,de
tectors could be tilted in several dif
ferent directions through various
gimbal mounts. A camera so equipped
could theoreticallybe used for the en
tire gamutof planar imagingaswell as
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forSPECF.However,in the absence
of sophisticated computer correction
techniques, it was virtually impossible
to physicallyalignboth detectorsin all
axes of motion and was therefore cx
tremely difficult to acquire projection
data with both detectors capable of
being combined into one sharp, well
aligned image set.

The limitation of detector move
ment was essential to the current re
surgence of multidetector SPECT.
Perhaps counter-intuitive, this reduc
tion in flexibility has led to the im
proved image quality and clinical util
ity of modem systems. Other than a
circular orbital motion, detector
movement is restricted to radial
movement in and out about the phys
ical center of rotation; no tilting or
swiveling is allowed. These systems
are large,heavy unitsby designand
thus minimize the possibility that flex
ion of supporting structures will de
grade detector alignment. Some units
sport multiplemountingpoints for
each detector to further reduce the
possibility of detector-sagging with
time. One system has two perpendic
ular detectors â€œweldedâ€•together in a
single case for maximum alignment
stability. To a great extent, detector
alignment in all of these units is â€œfixed
at the factoryâ€•and only minimal ad
justments are available to the user. In
fact, most of these adjustmentsin
volve software alterations of the com
puted center-of-rotation rather than
physical adjustments to detector ori
entation. The key perception, that of
moving from small, flexible systems to
large, rigidlybraced and relatively in
flexible systems, has produced a
quantum leap in image quality and has
made this new age of dedicated
SPECT systems possible.

Surprisingly, recent reductions in
reimbursement for nuclear procedures
have provided an incentive to acquire
multidetectorSPECT systems. Finan
cial restrictions have made the cost
effective, rapid performance of
â€œbreadand butterâ€•procedures a top
priority.Since cardiacimagingand
whole-body bone imaging currently
account for the lion's share of clinical
imaging,any methodologythat per

mits a higher throughput brings a cost
benefit. The ability to shave 10â€”15
miii off each cardiac SPECT acquisi
tion by usingmultipledetectors allows
imaging an additional patient per day
perscanner.Thisbringsinaddedrev
enue of over $1000per day at present
rates. It doesn't take too long for this
to paybacktheaddedcost of a multi
detector system.

Dual-headed SPEC!' systems that
arecapableofwhole-body imagingare
particularly cost-effective in that they
may be used for a varietyof planar
studies as well as high-quality SPEO@.
The ability to put 10â€”15bone scan
patients per day through a two-headed
scanner pays back the added cost in a
surprisingly short time. Multidetector
designs with larger detectors have
been introduced to optimize utility for
whole-body and general-purpose im

aging while maintaining the advan
tages of a rigid multidetector system.
The financial advantages of a high
throughput system are greatest in a
high-volume department.

The theoretical advantages of fo
cused collimation have been known
since the beginning of scuntigraphic
imaging. Focused collimators, e.g.,
fan-beamor cone-beam, provide both
higher resolution and higher sensitiv
ity over the desired field ofview when
compared to their parallel hole coun
terparts (5,6). Fan-beam collimation is
now widely availablefroma variety of
vendors and focused collimators de
signed for brainor cardiac imagingon
a single-detector SPEC!' system are
commercially available.

Computer reconstruction algo
rithms for focused or astigmatic colli
mators originally took many hours to
execute, rendering them unsuitable
for routine clinical practice. The com
puter workstations now coupled with
essentially all dedicated SPECT sys
tems can perform these reconstruc
tions in seconds per slice. Many of
these units have special hardwareâ€œre
constructorâ€•boxes capableof han
dhng this complex math at high speed.
Due to the increasingly high speed of
basic computer systems the main
CPU is now often capable of better
performance than the dedicated hard

ware reconstructor. Newer systems
with relatively low-cost workstations
or, occasionally, enhanced personal
computers, are capable of reconstruc
tion feats in software far surpassing
those of the hardwareof three or four
yearsago.Infact, thespeedandease
of SPECT reconstruction on these
systems is a key factor in their current
acceptance. Although knowledge and
understanding remain the keys to suc
cess, it no longer requires a dedicated
â€œcomputertechnologistâ€•to process
SPECT studies. A single technologist
can often process a reasonable num
ber of SPECF studies duringor imme
diately after acquiring them.

QUALITY CONTROL AND
ACCEPTANCE TESflNG

As Kouris et al. (7) point out, the
modern multidetector SPECT system
is a complicated beast requiringsub
stantially more attention to quality
control than the typical planarsystem
(8). Although today's systems boast a
level of stabilityfarexceeding those of
a few years ago, several points de
serve special attention.

It has been clear for several years
that collimators good enough for pla
narimagingareoften not good enough
for SPECT (9). Collimatorunifonnity
must be superb (810) and the angula
tion of collimator holes must be per
fect (11). As Kouris et al. (7) point
out, buyingfroma reputablemanufac
turer is not enough to guarantee these
virtues. Although some uniformflaws
may be correctableby software, don't
sign the check without testingthe mer
chandise.

Not only must all detectors in a
multidetector system be properly ad
justed for energy, unifonnity and lin
earity, but each must be matched to
the others. During early-acceptance
testing of a multidetectordevice in my
own institution, we discovered that
photopeaks could be appropriately
centered for each detector when
viewed individually, but all photo
peaks were not identical. Since the
photopeak set at the console applies to
all heads equally, some heads were
being peaked correctly while others
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may be arguedthatmotionin struc
tures such as the heart renders added
resolution unnecessaryâ€”whythrow
awayimagequality?Well-ifiteredim
ages from a properlyadjustedand cal
ibrated multidetector SPECF system
arenoticeably betteron 128 x 128ma
trix thana 64 x 64matrix.The costs
of going to a higher resolution matrix
arecomputermemoryandCPUtime.
These days, both are cheap.

Most of the current generation mul
tidetector systems permit rapid se
quential acquisitions, i.e., acquisition
of multiple360Â°datasets with mini
mal, if any, pause between them, thus
permitting acquisition ofdynamic data
thatmay be useful for assessing tracer
washout (16,17). Perhapsmore impor
tant for clinical practice, the use of a
rapidsequence of SPED.' acquisitions
gives one the ability to compensate to
a certain extent for patient motion.
Consider, for example, acquiring a
brain SPECF study not as one 30 min
acquisition but ratheras three 10 min
acquisitions. If the patient moves dur
ing one of these acquisitions,these
data can be discarded and data from
the remaining acquisitions added to
getherfor reconstruction.The resultis
an imageset with lower counts but
without the artifactscaused by patient
motion.By routinelyimagingpatients
at risk for involuntary motion this
way, manyotherwiseunusableacqui
sitions can be salvaged.

ThE FUTURE

Dedicated SPECT systems with
variable geometry have come on the
market offering a camera optimized
for brain and body SPECT, cardiac
SPECF and whole-body planarimag
ing. Willthey be rigidenough?Only
time will tell. The first commercial
version of a ringdetector derivedfrom
the Aspect system has recently be
come available (18). Such a system is
highly optimized for SPECT imaging
of a limitedvolume but is less suitable
forwholebodyimaging.Thepotential
for this or other ring devices (19) has
yet to be realized. Likewise, the po
tential for helical or other systemsto
combine SPECF and whole body im

were not. Not only did this result in
image degradation, but it also caused
substantially different sensitivity from
detector to detector. Visible nonuni
formities in the reconstructed data re
sulted. Although quickly solved by the
field service representative, this prob
1cm exemplifies that single-detector
quality assurance is not sufficient for a
multidetector system. If the measure
of sensitivity for each detector is not
essentially identical when peaking,
suspect a problem. In some systems,
the spectra from each detector can be
overlaid, permittingvisual inspection.

All detectors must have their own
reference(correction)floods.Collima
tors assignedto each headshouldbe
identified and the reference floods for
uniformity correction applied to the
correct collimator. Each detector in a
multidetector system must be aligned
exactly, not only with the gantry but
also with each other. If this were not
the case, a point source would appear
at different places within the field of
view with each detector and recon
struction resulting from the summa
tion of each detector's data would be
significantly degraded. Many systems
now calculate a separate software
center-of-rotation correction for each
detector to ensure alignment.

UNIQUEFEATURESOF
ACQUIS@ON

The wide variety of collimation
availablefor modern SPECF systems,
ranging from high-sensitivity parallel
hole collimation to ultra-high-resolu
tion fan-beam, mandates careful se
lection. A well proven but not
generally appreciated concept comes
to play here (9,12,13). In SPECT, it is
better to have a somewhat count-poor
but otherwise sharpimagethana high
countblurryone. Theuse of multiple
detectors provides sufficient sensitiv
ity to allow one to use the highest res
olution collimators available and still
achieve adequateinformationdensity.
The benefits from using such fine col
limation are well appreciated on mul
tidetector systems.

Fan-beam collimators are relatively
new on the clinicalscene. Although

difficultto construct, major advances
have been made along this line. If the
part of the body to be studied, typi
cally the brain, fits appropriately
within the field-of-view of the fan
beam collimator, improved resolution
comes with a sensitivity improve
ment. The resulting improvement in
information density and image quality
is well worth the added expense. The
Kouris paper (7) outlines their meth
odology for testing such collimation.
They found some problems, but it re
mains to be seen how frequently such
problemsoccur. The moralhere is Ca
veat emptorâ€”thebuyer should do his
own performancetesting before ac
ceptance.

Imaging of phantoms is extremely
important. The Hoffman phantom in
either the two-dimensional or three
dimensionalversion may be quite use
ful. There is some recent evidence,
however, that the 4:1 gray-whitemat
ter ratio Kouris et al. used is too high.
Recently presented work (14) sug
gests that the ratio should be closer to
1.8:1.We havefounditextremely
useful to check our system on a cylin
drical phantom filled with a uniform
concentration of tracer. It is much
easier to visualize ring and arc arti
facts on a uniformfield thanon a com
plex object such as a Hoffman phan
tom or a real patient.The uniform
phantom is also useful in detecting
â€œringingâ€•artifacts caused by incor
rect ifitration. These are especially
commonwhen using the resolution
enhancing or restoration filters pro
vided with many systems.

When using a dedicated SPECF
system, avoid using too few projec
tions. Sixty projections over 360Â°se
verely undersamples the periphery of
the field-of-view. While this may not
be grossly apparentwith an older low
resolution system, it makes no sense
to invest in a high-resolutionsystem
and then throw the resolution away.
With modern systems, consider 120
projectionsas the minimumnumber,
especially when using a 128 x 128 or
largerreconstruction matrix (15).

Likewise, don't use too small a re
constructionmatrix,especiallyduring
quality acceptance testing. Although it
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aging in a manner similar to that of
PET scanners remains to be seen.

Contrary to many predictions, the
technology of the gamma camera has
advanced dramatically over the last
few years. This has occurred despite,
and to a certainextent because of, the
financial imperatives of modern prac
tice. Don't tell Hillaiy, but hard times
continue to bring out the best in us.
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